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CitraTest, the world’s first automated testing solution developed just for
Citrix hosted applications.
CitraTest is the only software test automation solution for conducting performance
benchmarking, compatibility, functional and latency testing for Citrix hosted applications.
Chelmsford, Massachusetts, May 15, 2001 – Tevron, LLC today announced version 2.1 of
CitraTest, a revolutionary new automated testing solution designed specifically for Citrix enterprise
users, ASPs, ISVs and iBusiness. Because CitraTest is a virtually non-invasive testing solution,
users are assured quality and accuracy, saving time, money, resources, and ensuring their ability to
compete.
CitraTest acts as a virtual human user by recognizing and evaluating the targeted Citrix
application’s response during test script playback by comparing the application’s display to images
stored in a user-created baseline. CitraTest interacts with the target application by issuing standard
keyboard and mouse events to the system under test (SUT) in accordance with user defined test
script logic. CitraTest’s Interactive Recorder automatically creates sophisticated Microsoft Visual
Basic script code as each test script is created. CitraTest includes a recording interface that stores the
onscreen control images, along with the user’s keyboard and mouse actions in a self-contained test
script that is ready for immediate playback. CitraTest’s Summary Results Log immediately details
each executed test step, when it was performed, and the elapsed time of its completion.
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“Because of the unmatched testing accuracy provided by CitraTest, for the first time, the
enterprise, ISVs and ASPs can perform to service level agreements with much greater confidence,”
explains Jay Labadini, President and CEO of Tevron, LLC.
CitraTest is compatible with Windows 95, 98, NT, 2000 and Millenium and does not in any
way modify the operating system of the system under test (SUT). CitraTest operates with all
browsers, including AOL, Microsoft, Netscape, etc. In fact, using only one DLL, CitraTest is so
non-invasive that its accuracy is unmatched.
In addition to supporting all Windows development environments and all browsers,
CitraTest integrates non-simulated, real multi-user benchmarking, performance monitoring, and
latency testing with the same functional and regression testing solution. CitraTest is the single
solution. CitraTest offers better accuracy, better resource management, better time to market and
better economic advantage.
To learn how CitraTest can improve the testing of your Citrix hosted application, call
1.978.441.9844 or visit www.tevron.com.

ABOUT TEVRON, LLC
Tevron, LLC is a pioneer in a new class of automated software testing solutions. Utilizing
Tevron’s proprietary Image Verification as a platform for its automated solutions, Tevron’s mission
is to provide automation solutions compatible with all operating systems, development
environments and multiple hardware platforms. Tevron offers test automation solutions in both
standalone software versions and totally non-invasive external appliance aided versions, as well as
offering expert implementation and testing services.
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